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Abstract

We have measured the time average spatial intensity distribution and the spatio-temporal evolution of the spectrally
Ž .resolved radiation emitted from broad-area vertical cavity surface emitting lasers VCSEL when pumped by a fast current

pulse. We show that an intrinsic symmetry break exists due to geometrical asymmetry of the device structure and that the
frequency separation between different modes allows the evaluation of the asymmetry factor. The space–time behavior
shows the appearance of higher-order modes coexisting or alternating in time. The dynamical behavior shows a chirping in
frequency. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Space–time dynamics of lasers has been the subject of
increased interest in the last several years. Spontaneous
breaking of the spatio-temporal symmetry leading to com-
plexity has been investigated both theoretically and experi-

w xmentally 1–3 . Theoretical works predict the existence of
w xtopological defects 4 . Topological defects may give rise

to defect-mediated turbulence as observed in photorefrac-
w xtive materials 5 . However, to date, there is no experimen-

w xtal evidence of their existence in lasers 6,7 . It was
conjectured that the interaction of longitudinal and trans-
verse modes of the cavity in large Fresnel number lasers
might be responsible for the disagreement among theoreti-
cal and experimental results. All theoretical models take
into consideration transverse modes of a single longitudi-
nal mode. However, the gain bandwidth in most lasers
experimentally studied is large enough for both longitudi-
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nal and transverse modes to interact when the Fresnel
number is high enough to observe spatial complexity. In

Ž .that sense, vertical surface emitting lasers VCSEL repre-
sent a good test bench to study space–time complexity in
lasers. Their short cavity length does not allow for multi-
longitudinal mode operation and therefore they fulfil, in
principle, the assumptions of the theory. Preliminary re-
sults obtained on 25=25 mm VCSELs showed the exis-

w xtence of very complex spatial intensity distributions 8–10 .
However, a detailed analysis is not yet available. On the
other hand, transient build-up of low-order transverse
modes and their interaction was recently studied experi-

w xmentally in Refs. 11,12 . It was shown there that, close to
the laser threshold, the appearance or non-appearance of a
transverse mode depends, among other factors, on the
initial conditions. From a theoretical point of view, cw
operation of low-order modes is well described in Ref.
w x13 . In this paper we report the experimental analysis of
the time-averaged and time-resolved intensity spatial distri-
bution in VCSELs with different values of Fresnel number
under pulsed pumping. We also studied the influence of
the initial conditions on the spatio-temporal dynamics.
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2. Experimental set-up

We studied the dynamics of GaAsrAlGaAs multiple
quantum well VCSELs having distributed Bragg reflectors
Ž .DBR of AlAsrAlGaAs step graded layers composed of
19 and 29 periods for the p-doped top and n-doped bottom
mirrors, respectively. The emission wavelength peaked at
840 nm. Active region diameter devices of 15, 18, 22 and
24 mm with top contact window diameter of 12, 15, 18
and 20 mm, respectively, were tested in the experiment.
Gain guiding was achieved through ion implantation in the
top DBR region. The VCSELs were DC biased through a
bias tee and were electrically pulsed by a fast pulse
generator that produced square pulses with a duration of
0.3–1 ns at a rate of 80 MHz with a risetime of 100–200
ps and variable amplitude.

The spatio-temporal dynamics of the VCSELs was
obtained using the experimental set-up schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Good spatial resolution was reached by
expanding and collimating the output of the lasers using a
20= microscope objective. Spectral resolution was ob-
tained sending the expanded laser beam through a half-me-

Ž .ter focal length monochromator Jarell Ash 82-020 . With
the dispersion introduced by the monochromator it was
possible to detect the dynamical evolution of each single
transverse mode, avoiding their overlap in the detector. In
order to detect the spatio-temporal distribution of the
VCSEL output with high temporal resolution, a syn-

chroscan streak-camera was used. The streak tube gener-
Ž .ated frames ‘streak images’ in which the horizontal axis

represents the spatial coordinate along a slit placed in front
of the photocathode, and the vertical axis represents time.
Therefore, the intensity distribution in the streak image
represents the space–time distribution of the laser light
intensity along of a horizontal slice of the laser beam. The
streak tube had an S-20 photocathode and a P-20 phospho-
rous screen. A fiber-optics-coupled image intensifier was
used to intensify the output of the streak tube. The intensi-
fied image was detected with a two-dimensional cooled
CCD array, and was displayed with a graphics software
that generates a two-dimensional picture in which a grey-
level scale represents the intensity distribution. The
streak-camera scans and the pulse generator were synchro-
nized by an 80 MHz signal from an RF synthesizer. The
resolution of the streak-camera is better than 10 ps for
streaks having a span of 1.3 ns. The entire two-dimen-
sional space distribution of the laser intensity in each mode
was also observed by directing part of beam to a second
CCD detector array by means of a beam splitter placed in
front of the streak camera.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 2 we show the time-averaged spatial distribution
of the laser intensity at different wavelengths. The mea-

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: MO collimator, BS 50r50 beam splitter, MCP multi-channel plate, CCD ccd detector.
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Fig. 2. Time-averaged spatial distribution of the laser intensity at different wavelengths. The VCSEL active region is 18 mm in diameter, it
Ž .is DC biased at 80% of threshold current I and it is excited above threshold by a pulse of 400 ps width and 14 times I amplitude. Theth th

intensity is represented on a grey scale. The maximum level is different for each picture in order to enhance the contrast. Black corresponds
Ž . Ž .to zero intensity level background , while white corresponds to the following intensity levels arbitrary units : 2000 for 840.9 nm, 2000 for

840.8 nm, 4500 for 840.65 nm, 500 for 840.4 nm, 2500 for 840.3 nm, 200 for 840.2 nm.
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surements were performed on lasers with circular apertures
varying from 15 to 24 mm. Qualitatively the results were
not dependent on the laser aperture diameter in the avail-
able range. A radially symmetric, and almost Gaussian
distribution is observed at 840.9 nm. There is no laser
emission at higher wavelengths. Instead at lower wave-
lengths we observed the appearance of the first-order

Ž .transverse mode Fig. 2, 840.8 nm with a non-radially
symmetric intensity distribution. In principle such distribu-
tion can be associated with a linear combination of the
TEMq1 and TEMy1 modes of a Gauss–Laguerre basis.0q1 0q1

w xThe field can be written in the form 3 :

E r ,u ,t s f r eiu qeyiu eyi v 1tŽ . Ž .Ž .

sE r ,u ,t qE r ,u ,t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2

Ž .where r,u are the polar coordinates in the plane trans-
verse to the direction of propagation of the electromagnetic
field and v is the operating frequency for the modes1

Ž .defined by f r . This experimental result is somehow
surprising if we take into consideration the usual laser
theory. In fact, using the well-known Maxwell equations,
and reducing them to a normal form, we can write equa-

w xtions for each mode E and E . We get 14 :1 2

E E smE yAE NE N 2 qaNE N 2 ,Ž .t 1 1 1 1 2

E E smE yAE NE N 2 qaNE N 2 , 2Ž .Ž .t 2 2 2 2 1

where m and A are complex and depend on laser parame-
ters like gain and loss rates. The coupling constant a can
be exactly calculated for homogeneously broadened lasers
and it is equal to 2. For inhomogeneously broadened

w xlasers, a is smaller than 2 but always greater than 1 15 .
For a larger than 1, the solution NE NsNE N/0 is1 2

unstable and therefore it should not appear if usual laser
theory applies. Instead this solution has been experimen-

Ž .tally observed at 840.8 nm Fig. 2 . The disagreement may
have two origins: the normal form taken into consideration
does not apply to VCSELs or the circular symmetry is
substantially broken by geometrical factors or inhomo-
geneities. However, to our knowledge, the normal form
applies well to all models previously used for VCSELs
w x16 . It is then generally accepted that unavoidable manu-
facturing imperfections break the intrinsic O symmetry of2

Ž . w xthe system. In such a case Eqs. 2 can be written as 17 :

E E smE yA E NE N 2 qaNE N 2 y´ E ,Ž .Ž .t 1 1 1 1 2 2

E E smE yA E NE N 2 qaNE N 2 y´ E , 3Ž .Ž .Ž .t 2 2 2 2 1 1

where ´ is the asymmetry parameter. If ´s0 we recover
the O symmetry, while ´s1 means maximum symmetry2

breaking. In this case, the only possible solution of Eqs.
Ž .3 is the standing wave. An equivalent way to understand
the physical implications and to evaluate the parameter ´

Žis to consider the Hermite–Gauss basis. In this case Fig.

.2, 840.8 nm can be interpreted as the mode TEM which10

has the form

E r ,u ,t s f r sin u eŽi v 1t. . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .10

For ´s0 this mode is degenerate in frequency with the
TEM mode01

E r ,u ,t s f r sin u eŽi v 1tqp r2. . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .01

A radially symmetric intensity distribution is the result
of having NE NsNE N . The fact that only one of them10 01

appears at 840.8 nm can be interpreted as due to the
breaking of the degeneracy of the two modes that have
different operating wavelengths. If ´s1 we have the
maximum separation in frequency among the two Her-
mite–Gauss modes and it corresponds to 1r2 of the free
spectral range of the cavity. In fact, at shorter wavelength
Ž .840.65 nm, Fig. 2 the intensity distribution becomes a
ring evidencing the excitation of the TEM mode. Thus ´01

can be estimated to be of the order of 0.15 nmr840 nm
f10y4. The wavelength corresponding to the TEM01

mode allows us to evaluate the frequency difference with
respect to the fundamental mode which is f100 GHz. In
the usual theory of Fabry–Perot cavities such separation in
frequency between transverse modes corresponds to radius
of curvature of the mirrors of 0.04 m. It is worthwhile to
notice that the passage from the pure TEM mode to a01

mixed state with a TEM mode is a Hopf bifurcation10

which gives rise to oscillations at the frequency difference
Ž .f60 GHz . At shorter wavelength we show some spatial
intensity distributions which can be associated to higher-

Žorder transverse modes, like the TEM mode 840.4 nm,10
. Ž .Fig. 2 , the TEM mode 840.2 nm, Fig. 2 in the02

Gauss–Laguerre basis. In principle these results are not
surprising, except for two observations:
1. At wavelength of 840.3 nm, thus between the TEM10

and TEM modes, a spatial distribution similar to the02

TEM appears. Other spatial distributions character-11

ized by a single ‘ring’ and a large central area with
vanishing intensity are observed around the minimum

Žoperating wavelengths less than 840.2 nm up to 839.2
.nm . These anomalous spatial intensity distributions,

not shown in Fig. 2, could be associated to spatial
inhomogeneous pumping or to the presence of gain
even for a non-resonant frequency of the cavity, and
therefore strong non-linear effects inside the medium.

2. The frequency spacing among consecutive transverse
modes is not constant. This phenomena could be associ-
ated to different mode-pulling for each mode. In usual
high Fresnel number lasers the effect is very small for
low-order modes and increases with the mode order
because of the higher losses. However, the separation in
frequency must, in theory, decrease while in our VC-
SELs it increases. Another possible interpretation is a
frequency shift taking place as the laser pulse develops.
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Fig. 3. Time-resolved horizontal cross-sections of the laser beam at different wavelengths. The VCSEL active region is 22 mm in diameter,
it is DC biased at 10% of I and excited by a pulse of 400 ps width and 14= I amplitude. The time span is 1.235 ns. The intensity isth th

represented on a grey scale. The maximum level is different for each picture in order to enhance the contrast. Black corresponds to zero
Ž . Ž .intensity level background , while white corresponds to the following intensity levels arbitrary units : 2000 for 840.0 nm, 5500 for 839.8

nm, 4000 for 839.7 nm, 2500 for 839.6 nm, 3500 for 839.5 nm, 2500 for 839.4 nm, 3000 for 839.3 nm, 2000 for 839.2 nm, 1000 for 839.1
nm, 1000 for 839.0 nm, 250 for 838.9 nm, 250 for 838.8 nm.
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Summarizing, the measurement of the time averaged
spatial distribution resolved in wavelength indicates that
relatively large area VCSEL tends to create spatial struc-
tures that could be interpreted as linear combination of
usual cavity modes. Thus, there are not ‘turbulent’ struc-
tures with the presence of topological defects, even in the
fast pulsing regime. Further information can be obtained
by measuring the time-resolved intensity at different wave-
lengths.

We performed a series of measurements for different
initial conditions and different excitation pulse durations

and amplitudes for each available VCSEL. In general the
qualitative dynamical behavior is independent of the exci-
tation pulse amplitude and the laser diameter. However,
the results can be divided in two groups depending on the
initial conditions: laser below or above threshold before
the excitation pulse. In Fig. 3 we show the time-resolved
intensity patterns appearing at different wavelengths for a
given initial condition and pulse characteristic. We can ask
if the different intensity distributions operate simultane-
ously enlarging the laser bandwidth or if each transverse
mode competes with the other during the pulse and the

Fig. 4. Time-resolved horizontal cross-sections of the laser beam at different wavelengths. The VCSEL active region is 22 mm in diameter,
it is DC biased at 1.03= I and it is excited by a pulse of 600 ps width and 6= I amplitude. The time span is 1.235 ns. The intensity isth th

represented on a grey scale. The maximum level is different for each picture in order to enhance the contrast. Black corresponds to zero
Ž . Ž .intensity level background , while white corresponds to the following intensity levels arbitrary units : 150 for 838.6 nm, 500 for 838.5 nm,

2500 for 838.4 nm, 1000 for 838.3 nm, 1000 for 838.2 nm, 1000 for 838.1 nm, 200 for 838 nm.
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laser operates at a single wavelength at each time. Unfortu-
nately it was technically impossible for us to detect simul-
taneously a two-dimensional intensity distribution and the
time-resolved intensity at each local position. However, we
were able to perform an unidimensional measurement. We
resolved both wavelength and intensity as a function of
time at each point of the unidimensional section.

To obtain the data shown in Fig. 3, the laser was
initially biased below threshold and radiation emission was

observed as the excitation pulse was applied. The streak
camera was triggered by the excitation pulse and the
detection system allowed to measure the intensity as a
function of time at each preselected frequency, as ex-
plained above.

We immediately notice from Fig. 3 that lower-order
modes appear first. However, they disappear relatively fast
as the peak current increases, leading to the appearance of
higher-order modes. At this stage there is a dominant

Fig. 5. Time-resolved horizontal cross-sections of the laser beam at different wavelengths. The VCSEL active region is 22 mm in diameter,
it is DC biased at 1.7= I and excited by a pulse of 600 ps width and 6= I amplitude. The time span is 1.235 ns. The intensity isth th

represented on a grey scale. The maximum level is different for each picture in order to enhance the contrast. Black corresponds to zero
Ž . Ž .intensity level background , while white corresponds to the following intensity levels arbitrary units : 500 for 839.0 nm, 1500 for 838.9

nm, 3000 for 838.8 nm, 2000 for 838.7 nm, 700 for 838.6 nm, 200 for 838.5 nm, 125 for 838.4 nm.
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spatial structure persisting over the whole duration of the
pulse. Other intensity distributions coexist with it, but they
usually compete and they reach their maximum intensity at
different times progressing from high to low wavelengths.
Thus this chirping is produced by the time-dependent
excitation. After the excitation pulse ends, the laser
switches off directly from higher-order modes, suggesting
a bistable behavior between different spatial structures
close to threshold. This phenomena could be associated

w xwith the dynamical sweep of the pump parameter 18,19
rather than a true bistability. These results are in agreement

w xwith Refs. 11,12 where bistable behavior was also ob-
served between the TEM and TEM modes for switch-00 01

on of a VCSEL. Fig. 3 shows a strong competition among
different patterns in general giving rise to a relatively large
emission bandwidth but mainly centered, after a fast tran-
sient, at a constant frequency.

We also notice that the wavelength at which each
transverse mode switches off at the end of excitation pulse
is red shifted by 0.1 nm from the wavelength at which it
switches on during the excitation pulse. This chirp of each
mode can be easily understood considering the change of
the index of refraction due to the variation of carrier

w xdensity 20,21 .
Similar measurements were also performed for a bias

current above laser threshold. In this situation we distin-
guish two cases: the laser operating in a single TEM00

Ž .mode or in two modes TEM and TEM simultane-00 01
Ž .ously prior to the excitation pulse. In the first case Fig. 4

we observe an increase of the TEM intensity and a blue00

shifting of its wavelength during the first phase of the
excitation pulse. Immediately after, higher-order modes
appear with a consequently shift in wavelength towards the
blue side of the spectrum. The time span of our measure-
ments is 1235 ps, and the width of the excitation pulse was
600 ps. So it is evident from the records shown in Fig. 4
that, after the pulse, there is an interval where the VCSEL
does not emit anymore at any wavelength. Thus, VCSEL
does not recover, at the pulse end, its initial state, or the
non-lasing state coexists with the single TEM mode. We00

then set the laser such that it operated with two modes at
Ž .two different wavelengths prior to the pulse Fig. 5 .

During the first part of the excitation pulse we notice that
there is a fast sweep towards shorter wavelengths of the
low-order modes, until they disappear. A higher-order
mode dominates during the excitation pulse but it coexists
with other modes always on the blue side of the spectrum.
However, the time evolution of each wavelength seems to
indicate that the system still does not relax to its initial
state even if the excitation pulse is shorter than the record-
ing time; this result may be interpreted in terms of spatial

w xhole burning 22 .
Further experimental tests should be done in the future

to study the interplay betweeen the transverse effects and
the polarization of the electromagnetic field. It is interest-
ing from the scientific point of view to explain the fre-

quency shifting towards the blue side of the spectrum. It
could be understood as a simple generation of complex
patterns involving the participation of high-order modes
which lie always on one side of the fundamental one.
However, the fact that the initial state is not recovered
after the pulse ends leaves a question open on this subject.
Comparative measurements with cw multitransverse mode
lasers may clarify this issue of pattern formation and the
dynamical evolution of operating frequencies as control
parameter are changed.
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